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With the ongoing development of Chinese economy, national commercial banks
joined into the stock market in succession, and the China Citic Bank followed their
footsteps as well. As a pillar of Chinese economy, banking is telling its own tale in
Chinese stock market. However, there are continual controversies on how Chinese
capital market evaluates banking enterprise and whether banking IPO is overpriced.
Looking into the feature of macro-economic operation and monetary policy, I choice
the China Citic Bank as my study object and the opening-up of banking after China’s
joining WTO as the background, so as to present the effect caused by the policy. I will
analyze the structural arrangement, business target, financial statement (latest three
years) of the China Citic Bank(CCB) and make a comparison in the field. Furthermore,
with the aid of some evaluation tools, such as free cash flow, price earning ratio and
surplus income, I will discuss CCB’s position in banking, competitive advantages, the
way it’s heading and make some suggestions on investment.
The paper is divided into five chapters as follow:
Chapter one: Analyze the Chinese monetary policy and its influence on banking.
I depict the status quo of Chinese macro-economy and forecast its development
direction in order to reveal the influence on banking which is caused by monetary
policy.
Chapter two: Analyze Chinese banking industry. Basing on a display of the
advancing course, competition and supervision of Chinese banking, I predict the
hotspot and growing direction of the future banking.
Chapter three: Analyze the China Citic Bank. On analyzing the business
background, competitive advantages and drawbacks, financial statements and
comparison in the field, in this part I focus on a presentation of the competitive
position, management skills and the coming future of China Citic Bank.














and pricing the stock of China Citic Bank with three tools which are free cash flow, P/E
Ratio and surplus profix.
Chapter five: Analyze the investment risk of China Citic Bank and make some
suggestions.
Finally, considering the possible investment risks-----macro-economic operation,
revenue adjustment, the change of interest rate and exchange rate, together with an
analysis of CCB’s first-show in stock market, I make some suggestions on investment.
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